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JMc: In this interview, we’re joined by phonetician and historian of linguistics
Michael Ashby. Michael is a former Senior Lecturer in Phonetics at University
College London, the current President of the International Phonetic Association,
and the Treasurer of the Henry Sweet Society for the History of Linguistic Ideas.
He’s going to talk to us about the history of phonetics from the nineteenth cen-
tury to the early twentieth century.

So, Michael, can you tell us about the beginnings of modern phonetic scholar-
ship? When did the modern field of phonetics begin to emerge, and how did it fit
in with the intellectual and academic landscape of the time? Was it primarily a
pure field interested in the accumulation of knowledge for its own sake, or was
it more applied, connected to language teaching, orthography reform and so on?

MA: The nineteenth century was when phonetics became clearly defined and
got a name. It grew up at the intersection of linguistic science with two other
fields. One of them is mathematics and physical science, chiefly acoustics, and
the other, medical science, especially physiology. If we start with physiology,
there had been over centuries an accumulating body of knowledge about the
articulation of speech, but there were also many bizarre misconceptions. The
nineteenth century was when scientific medicine really got going, and it was
only to be expected that physiologists would turn their attention to the speech
organs, especially the larynx, and there were big steps in the early nineteenth
century.
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A very significant event for linguists was the publication of von Brücke’s
Grundzüge der Physiologie in 1856, because von Brücke is the person who gets
articulatory phonetics more or less right for the first time. For instance, he drew
separate vocal tract diagrams illustrating the production of various sounds, just
like those in a modern phonetics text. You could use them today. Well, his book
was soon joined by others, and von Brücke himself went to a second edition later
in the century. So long story cut short, but that’s the physiological background.

Turning to mathematics and acoustics, it’s a parallel story, really. Again, an-
cient antecedents, but rapid ground-breaking advances in the early nineteenth
century, new light thrown on vowel production, the nature of resonance, and in
1863, Hermann Helmholtz published his great work Die Lehre von den Tonemp-
findungen. That’s to say, the science of sensations of tone. It’s a comprehensive
work on sound, covering analysis, synthesis, hearing, and taking into account
the sounds of speech.

Helmholtz was translated into English by Alexander Ellis, a pioneer phoneti-
cian who in his day was President of the Philological Society. So he brings us to
the third component: linguistic science itself. It was linguists, really, who defined
the scope of the subject and gave it a name. The noun “phonetics” as the name
for a field of study started to be used in the 1840s, and in the 1870s, two partic-
ularly significant and closely contemporary linguistic phoneticians came to the
fore: in Germany, Eduard Sievers, and in Britain, Henry Sweet, and their major
phonetics handbooks appeared in successive years: 1876, 1877.

You ask about pure or applied research. Well, as often I think it was both. Cer-
tainly, practical applications were never far away. The teaching of the deaf had
been a goal for centuries. Von Brücke’s Physiologie explicitly says in the title that
it’s for linguists and teachers of the deaf. As for orthography reform, yes, many
phoneticians were also advocates of spelling reform. Sweet’s 1877 Handbook of
Phonetics has a sizeable appendix devoted to the topic, and some phoneticians
kept up this interest well into the twentieth century. As for the connection of
phonetics with language teaching, that became particularly important in the last
quarter of the nineteenth century because of the Reform Movement.

An excellent contemporary view of the development of phonetics and its place
in the intellectual and scientific climate of the time can be got from one of Max
Müller’s Lectures on the Science of Language delivered in 1863. It’s called ‘The
Physiological Alphabet’. Müller identifies the same three contributing fields ex-
actly as I did just now, so he’s read von Brücke and Helmholtz, and he knows
the writings of Ellis, but it’s all new and exciting and unfolding around him at
the point when he’s writing, and he’s interpreting it for the Royal Institution
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audience. It’s a brilliant piece and must have done a great deal to popularize the
idea of phonetics in the mid-nineteenth century.

JMc: So what role do you think advances in recording and other sound tech-
nology played in the development of phonetics as a science in the nineteenth
century?

MA: Developments in technology did play a very significant role, though
maybe not in the way your question might suggest, at least not at first, because
the actual accumulation of archives of recorded language samples on any scale
doesn’t begin until the early twentieth century.

The earliest device which picked up sound and did something with it was
the phonautograph. It draws waveforms. It’s a primitive oscillograph. It was an-
nounced in 1859, and it was almost immediately put to use in speech research.
People had wondered whether vowels were characterized by what we now call
formants – that is, resonances determined by the vocal tract position – or by
specific harmonics – that is, fixed characteristics of the voice at a given pitch.
The Dutch physiologist Donders analysed some vowel waveforms and reached
the correct conclusion that the quality of vowels is determined by what he called
overtones with a characteristic frequency, and that’s what we’d now call for-
mants.

The phonautograph draws pictures, but it can’t play the sounds back; that
came in 1877, when Edison announced the phonograph. Now people were quick
to see that if the microscopic phonograph groove could somehow be enlarged
for examination, a great deal could be learnt about the speech signal. By July
of the following year, two British engineers, Jenkin and Ewing, published a sub-
stantial report in which they described their method of enlarging the groove 400
times, and they subject the resulting waveforms to quantitative harmonic anal-
ysis. What they’re describing in 1878 just a few months after the invention of
the phonograph is now the very basis of all work in acoustic analysis of speech,
though now, of course, a computer performs all the calculations they had to do
laboriously by hand.

It’s not only sound recording devices, but other instruments and techniques
began to be applied to speech. In 1872, a London dentist, James Oakley Coles,
described the technique we now call palatography. He painted the upper surface
of the mouth with a mixture of flour and gum, made a single articulation, and
then used a mirror to look at the wipe-off pattern showing tongue contact. Oth-
ers refined the technique; later it became more usual to use an artificial palate
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which could be removed for easier examination. Around the same time, 1876, the
kymograph, which was a physiological recording device, was first applied to the
study of dynamic speech movements.

Instruments became altogether more numerous, and in 1891, Rousselot submit-
ted a ground-breaking dissertation using a whole battery of instruments together
to investigate his own variety of French. It was widely regarded as epoch-making,
and those who enthusiastically followed his lead explicitly say that they were
participating in a paradigm shift.

From the 1890s onwards, therefore, there has been something of a division –
Sweet’s wordwas “antagonism” – between traditional linguistic ear phonetics on
one side and laboratory-based experimental phonetics on the other. In my view,
it is to a large degree a manufactured division, a manufactured antagonism, but
that’s another story.

JMc: What connections were there in the nineteenth century and the early
twentieth century between phonetic scholarship and linguistic theory in such
areas as historical-comparative linguistics, the documentation of non-European
languages, and general linguistics? Did phoneticians pay attention to work in
these areas, and did linguists take note of advances in phonetic science in formu-
lating their theories?

MA: Just how and why phonetics matters is set out brilliantly in the first few
lines of Sweet’s Handbook of 1877. That’s where he famously describes phonet-
ics, and this is a quote, as “the indispensable foundation of all study of language,
whether theoretical or practical.”The fact is that phonetics was absolutely central
to the comparative-historical enterprise, which is after all founded on regular
sound correspondences. As Sweet says, “Without phonetics,” and this is another
quote from him, “philology, whether comparative or historical, is mere mechan-
ical enumeration of letter changes.”

As the century went on, I think the importance of phonetics as the explanatory
basis of language variation and change just grew and grew. If we go back to von
Brücke’s Grundzüge der Physiologie, yes, he was a physiologist, but it wasn’t that
he wrote a physiology text which then just turned out to be useful to linguists.
He knew several languages himself, he had an interest in linguistic theory, he
had friends who were active in Indo-European linguistics. He deliberately set
out to produce a physiology text to provide the basis for linguistic science.

Similarly with Sievers later in the century. Sievers himself was a Neogrammar-
ian. He even has an Indo-European sound law named after him, Sievers’ Law, and
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his phonetics manual is number one in a series devoted to Indo-European gram-
mars. It was planned as the foundation of the whole thing. I think at the end of
the century, the Neogrammarians’ phonetics reading list is just those two, von
Brücke and Sievers.

Now, the role of phonetics in documenting unwritten languages is, again,
something stressed in the opening lines of Sweet’s 1877 Handbook. There were
two interestingmajor efforts in the nineteenth century in the direction of produc-
ing a universal notation system that would be suitable for dealing with unwritten
languages. One is the Prix Volney, a prize essay series given in accordance with
the terms of a bequest, where – to begin with, at least – the question posed by the
committee of judges was precisely that of creating a universal alphabet. This pro-
duced a series of analyses and proposals from 1822 onwards. Now, themotivation
for the Prix Volney is general linguistic inquiry into whether such an alphabet
was feasible, and many of the answers are rather philosophical in character.

Another important impetus came from the Protestant missionary effort. Here,
the focus is not on language documentation as an end in itself, but as a means to
the spreading of Christianity and translation of the Gospel. In 1854, the so-called
‘Alphabetical Conferences’ were held in London. Actually, in modern terms, it
was one conference. What was plural was sessions on three days within a week.
Theywere organised by Christian Karl Bunsen, whowas a Prussian diplomat and
scholar living in London, and he invited a galaxy of leading scientists, scholars,
and churchmen to a high-powered brainstorming session, really, on the question
of developing the universal alphabet for missionary use.

Max Müller was one of those attending, and he presented his own candidate
missionary alphabet, although it wasn’t adopted. Another participant was the
Prussian linguist and Egyptologist Karl Richard Lepsius, who presented the first
form of his Standard Alphabet. Eventually, a revised version of that alphabet was
published in English with funding from the Church Missionary Society and did
see fairly widespread use, especially in Africa, and it was adopted indeed by some
general linguists – Whitney, for example.

The truth is, though, that a great deal of language documentation throughout
the nineteenth century and into the twentieth was done without a good phonetic
foundation. It’s not so much the lack of a uniform notation that matters. It’s lack
of practical phonetic training and awareness, so that observers just fail to notice
important features of the languages they’re dealing with.

That’s coupled with prejudice, too, about what could and could not be likely
features of languages. The most graphic example of that I can give you is Max
Müller on clicks at the Alphabetical Conferences. Clicks are a problem if you’re
making an alphabet. You don’t have enough letters left over to deal with them.
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What shall you do? Well, Müller’s solution was not to symbolize them, but to
abolish them. After all, there are African languages nearby that haven’t got them,
so they can’t be necessary. And they are barbarous noises. “Barbarous” is the
word he uses. So he seriously suggests that under the civilizing influence of the
missionaries, speakers of the languages in question may be induced to give up
the clicks.

JMc: Can you tell us about the founding of the International Phonetic Associ-
ation? What was the impetus behind it, and what was the mission of the Asso-
ciation in its early years? How has this changed up to the present? I guess one
of the most surprising things about the society is the nature of its journal. Since
1970, it’s had the very academic and matter-of-fact title Journal of the Interna-
tional Phonetic Association, but prior to that it was called The Phonetic Teacher
and then Le Maître Phonétique. Perhaps even more remarkable is the fact that
up until 1970, everything in the journal was printed in the International Pho-
netic Alphabet. What happened in 1970, and what do these changes say about
the evolving character of phonetics as a field?

MA: Yes, well, while the question of a universal alphabet remained unresolved,
there were by the 1870s very viable phonetic notations – at least for English and
other major European languages – using Latin letters and in many ways very
similar to the phonetic alphabet we use today. The IPA came into existence not
from the desire to create a newnotation somuch, but from amovement to use this
already existing type of phonetic notation in the teaching of modern languages.

IPA means two things: the International Phonetic Alphabet, yes, but also the
International Phonetic Association. It was an association that came first in 1886,
but it wasn’t actually called the International Phonetic Association until 1897. Be-
fore that, it was the Phonetic Teachers’ Association, and the original membership
was just a handful of teachers of English in Paris. The driving force behind this
group was a young teacher called Paul Passy.

They’d all been inspired by a new trend in language teaching, the one we call
the Reform Movement, and that had been launched on its way in 1882, just pre-
viously, with a rousing manifesto by Wilhelm Viëtor. He called for a complete
change of direction in language teaching, and he was quickly supported by lead-
ing figures such as Henry Sweet who had himself not long previously called for
reform of what he termed the “wretched” system of studying modern languages
then in wide use.

Now, the use of phonetic transcription in teaching was an important plank
of this new approach. The membership of the group snowballed, and members
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joined from around the world, most of them being schoolteachers. At the same
time, leading linguists were members. Jespersen and Sweet had been members
right from the beginning, and others joined. Interestingly, de Saussure joined in
1891, and he remained a member until his death. Now, while they were certainly
interested in language teaching, figures like Sweet and Jespersen also had bigger
concerns.

Right from the start, Jespersen tried to steer the Association in the direction
of an international phonetic association, and he had Sweet’s support, but it took
more than 10 years before the ordinary membership agreed to the change. The
Association’s journal, Le Maître Phonétique, which had begun as a sort of homely
newsletter, started to include articles and reviews that were more theoretical and
unlikely to be of any direct use to a language teacher in a school.

Over time, the Association’s aims and practices have evolved, and the con-
stituency from which the membership is drawn has changed correspondingly.
The teaching of modern languages went on being identified as one of the Associ-
ation’s leading priorities well into the twentieth century, but it began to fade as
the century went on, and if you look through today’s membership, you probably
wouldn’t find any modern language schoolteachers at all.

And yes, as you say, from the beginning right up until 1970, everything in the
journal was printed in phonetic script – not just the language samples meant for
reading practice, but the editorial matter, book reviews, obituaries, even the As-
sociation’s financial reports. This is partly because many of the early supporters
were also advocates of spelling reform, though the Association never did throw
its weight behind any specific proposals for spelling reform in the way that it did
ultimately formulate and promote its own phonetic alphabet.

By the mid-twentieth century, the use of phonetic script in the journal had
become as much a habit as anything else. It was an eccentricity in some people’s
minds, and spelling reform, by this stage, I think, was a lost cause. My own view
would be that it was a lost cause all along, but mid-twentieth century, it was an
eccentric affection to use phonetic script for everything, and in the late 1960s, the
IPA’s governing council voted to drop the use of phonetic script in the journal and
at the same time to change the title of the journal to Journal of the International
Phonetic Association. Those changes came into force in 1971, and that’s where we
are today.

JMc: With the use of phonetic script for writing articles in the journal, was it
a phonemic transcription of the language that the article was written in, or was
it a much narrower phonetic transcription representing the accent of the author
of the article?
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MA: Well, I recommend you to have a look. It’s all kinds of things and many
different languages. The most extraordinary thing ever published, I think, is an
article reviewing a book on Spanish, but the article is written in Welsh, tran-
scribed Welsh – and if you think you know French or German, reading it in an
experimental transcription from the late nineteenth century is great fun. So try-
ing to make out what Viëtor is saying in transcription is a real test.

It’s not quite true to say that it’s in transcription. I used the word “phonetic
script”. I’m following what Mike MacMahon did. Most people who contributed
were using phonetics as a kind of writing system. It’s not that they’re transcrib-
ing speech. They’re doing written language, but they’re using phonetic symbols
rather than conventional orthography, so it’s mixed in with ordinary punctua-
tion. Numbers are written just with numbers. If a student were to put the date as
“2021” in a transcription, it would be a mistake today, but they wrote numbers
just using Arabic numerals. And they used quotes and italics and all kinds of
devices of written language. They just didn’t use ordinary spelling. But different
people tried out different transcriptions, and indeed some transcription systems
were first trialled in the journal. People tried them out to see how they worked,
see what kind of a reaction they got.

JMc: So were the authors given free rein?

MA: I think so, yes.

JMc: So the editors of the journal didn’t try to standardize the use of the pho-
netic alphabet.

MA: They did not try to standardize. I’ve looked for evidence of that. Rous-
selot, you know, who I’ve mentioned as the originator of the idea of a phonetics
laboratory, was allowed by Passy, who was the editor of the journal, to print an
article in the journal that was not in phonetic script. Rousselot thought the IPA
was wrong in this, and Passy allowed him this rare privilege of writing in ordi-
nary orthography. There’s a bit by Scripture, who was an American, and yet the
transcription looks suspiciously British, so there’s a case where I think maybe a
British phonetician at UCL had possibly transcribed a bit of ordinary text that
Scripture had submitted, but apart from that, no, people were given free rein.

And sometimes it’s Italian. Sometimes it’s Spanish. Sometimes it’s German.
French was the official language of the Association until 1970 again. There were
a few articles in French published even after that date, but suddenly the other
languages disappeared.
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JMc: Thank you very much for your answers to those questions. That’s given
us an excellent picture of phonetic study in the nineteenth century and up into
the beginning of the twentieth century.

MA: Well, thank you, James. It’s been a pleasure.
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